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What are “Spacecraft Swarms”?

• Use of multiple spacecraft 
cooperating in close-proximity to 
complete a common task or goal

- Not the same as formation flying [1]
- Idea of satellite swarms is growing in 

popularity
- Collision risk increases with swarm 

size
• Swarms have unprecedented 

access to shared sensor data
- Safety metrics can be applied to 

reduce risk
• Will enable large-scale orbital 

assembly of complex structures
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• Enables construction of 
complex orbital assets, and 
repair of existing assets.

Why are Swarms Useful?

On-orbit assembly Cooperative Proximity Operations

• Redundant nature of swarm and 
large number of spacecraft allow 
for higher autonomy and reliability
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Problem: How to quickly and efficiently 
determine a set of trajectories for a 
swarm of spacecraft, in relative motion, 
that don’t collide
– Also minimize delta-V and perform 

mission-specific tasks

Solution: Genetic Algorithms

Relative Motion Trajectory Determination
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Genetic Algorithms – How Do They Work?

• GAs use principles of Darwinian 
evolution to progress a set of 
initial conditions towards a 
solution [2]

• A fitness function is used to rank 
solutions to determine which are 
the fittest that should proceed to 
the next generation
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1. Begin with a set of random or 
distributed starting points
– Goal is to solve for a closed trajectory 

over fixed time interval
– Initial conditions are position and velocity
– Larger populations are more diverse but 

require more computation. Test cases use 
200

2. Propagate to find pos/vel at time T 
[3] 
– Want to see if trajectory is closed or not

GA – Generate Population

1

2
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3. Apply fitness function to 
population
– Fitness function quantifies the 

acceptability of a given solution
– Enforces the criteria specified by the 

swarm system architect

GA – Fitness Function

1

2
3

Fig. 2 GA Example Flowchart

Once the initial population is created and propagated, the solutions are ranked based on how close they come to the
desired solution, using a fitness function. For simplicity, we created our fitness function such that it ranges from 0 to 1,
where a value of 0 has no attributes of a desired solution, and a value of 1 is the desired solution. For the initial problem
of finding closed and repeating trajectories in the LVLH frame, this was defined as:

F =
�
1 + Cr

��Ær(t f ) � Ær(t0)
�� + Cv

��Æv(t f ) � Æv(t0)
����1 (1)

where

Cr : coe�cient of position
Cv : coe�cient of velocity

Given a start time t0 and end time t f , Eq. (1) defines a fitness function that prefers solutions that are closed
trajectories. The closer the final conditions, Ær(t0) and Æv(t0) are to the initial conditions, Ær(t f ) and Æv(t f ), the higher the
fitness function’s value will be, since an desired solution is one where the final conditions and initial conditions are
the same. Once the population members are ranked based on their fitness, the bottom half is culled as they are not
desirable solutions. However, we need to rebuild the population back to size Npop for the next generation (Npop = 200
in our case), so this is where genetic crossover is implemented. To perform crossover, each member of the population
(chromosome) should be represented in binary notation in order to represent the data with the most number of genes
(string elements), since binary is lowest-order possible data-encoding scheme, with a radix of 2. In the case of swarm
trajectories, where our population is composed of 3 position and 3 velocity variables, each of these are represented in
binary as 16 bit floats and appended to form a 96 bit string, called a chromosome, seen in Fig. 3.
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4. Rebuild population using 
crossover
– Drop solutions with undesirable 

fitness values
– Encode values in binary strings
– Use binary string crossover to 

promote genetic diversity in solution 
sets

– Higher fitness values have a higher 
rate of crossover (roulette method [4])

– Mutation then creates random bit flips 
to enable new traits to emerge

GA – Crossover and Mutation

1

2
3

4
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Genetic Algorithms – Binary Encoding

• Binary representation used since lower-order data-encoding schemes have the 
greatest number of string elements, allowing greater diversity in crossover
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Genetic Algorithms – Crossover

• Crossover enables diversity by allowing the best parts of two 
solutions to create better solutions. This happens statistically over 
time.
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Genetic Algorithms – Mutation

• Mutation enables new traits 
to appear that are not present 
in any of the parent solutions

• Mutation occurs at a low probability, 
inversely proportional to population 
size
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5. Decode population into their 
respect variables from binary

6. Propagate trajectories of new 
initial conditions

7. Continue this process until the 
desired results are achieved
– Typically a fitness value of 1 (or within 

a threshold)
– Use a generation counter to limit 

generations if no solution is found

GA – Achieving the Desired Results

1

2
3

4
5

6
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Solving for Spacecraft Swarms
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Solving for Spacecraft Swarms

• Nested GAs are used: one for 
each spacecraft, all nested 
within a larger GA to de-
conflict for collisions

• Conjunction is defined as two spacecraft 
being closer than a given buffer threshold 
(1 km in test cases)
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Specifying Individual Spacecraft Requirements

• Individual requirements are 
enforced using the fitness 
function, tailored to the swarm 
member’s role

• Each spacecraft is assigned its 
own fitness function, defined 
by the mission requirements 
for that spacecraft

Fig. 5 GA Mutation Example

Once the mutation is completed, the binary data is then decoded back into their separate variables, and the process
begins again for the next generation. This process continues until a fitness value of one is achieved for a member of the
generation, or the maximum number of generations has been reached (Ngen = 100). In practice, however, a threshold
must be specified, since it is impossible to converge to an exact solution [16]. For an accurate solution, a threshold of
0.001 is used; however, in practice it is more computationally e�cient to use a threshold of 0.01 to get near the solution
and use another targeted optimization technique to further refine the solution. This is due to the fact that the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) method is designed to search across the entire solution space and find a solution among many possible
solution spaces, and thus is very good at identifying the location of an optimal solution, but lacks e�ciency in arriving
at the exact solution itself [15].

VI. Solving for Spacecraft Swarms

A. Initial Trajectory Generation
In order to solve for a set of trajectories for a swarm of spacecraft, multiple genetic algorithms are used, one for each

spacecraft, all nested within a larger GA to de-conflict for collisions.

Fig. 6 Hierarchy of Genetic Solvers

Each spacecraft is assigned its own fitness function, and this is defined by the mission requirements for a spacecraft.
For example, a spacecraft that has a requirement to be within dmax but no closer than dmin from a Client spacecraft
will have a fitness function as defined in Eq. (2). Note that for the three coe�cients, they can be used to tweak which
parameters are desired to be solved to a higher accuracy. By default they are all set to 1, but if velocity knowledge is
valued at higher precision over position knowledge, then Cv can be set lower (e.g., Cr = 1 and Cv = 0.5 will result in a
twofold increase in precision for velocity)

F =
�
1 + Cr

��Ær(t f ) � Ær(t0)
�� + Cv

��Æv(t f ) � Æv(t0)
�� + Cd�dist

��1 (2)

where

�dist =

8>>><
>>>:

dmin � rmin if rmin < dmin

rmax � dmax if rmax > dmax

0 otherwise
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Cr : coe�cient of position
Cv : coe�cient of velocity
Cd : coe�cient of distance

rmin : closest range to Client spacecraft [km]
rmax : farthest range to Client spacecraft [km]
dmin : closest permissible distance to Client spacecraft [km]
dmax : farthest permissible distance to Client spacecraft [km]

These separate fitness functions allow the optimizer to solve for each spacecraft using its own GA, which can be
run in parallel to save on computation time. Once a trajectory is generated for each spacecraft (identified by its initial
position and velocity vectors), the outer GA checks for collisions. This is done by propagating each of the trajectories
over the course of an orbit, sampling at a fixed timestep (60 s in our case). These position vs. time values are compared
for all the spacecraft to determine if there is a chance of collision. For simplicity, a collision is determined to be possible
if the two spacecraft are predicted to be within 1 km, however future iterations will involve more rigorous collision
detection schemes [17].

If there is a collision predicted, then the outer GA will isolate the two spacecraft that are involved in the collision
and determine how to most e�ciently mitigate it, as well as which spacecraft has the least restrictions on it to modify its
trajectory. The simplest solution is not to change the trajectory at all, but instead adjust the insertion time of one into
its trajectory so as to adjust its phase, thereby avoiding a collision. If this is not possible, or if this results in further
collisions, then the solver will try slight variations of the trajectories until one is found that does not result in any
conjunction.

Running this for a set of 10 spacecraft, with a requirement to be between 0.5 km and 10 km of the Client, and to
avoid conjunctions within a 1 km bu�er corridor of each spacecraft, Fig. 7 shows a set of closed and repeating relative
motion trajectories that satisfy this criteria

Fig. 7 Swarm Solution for 10 Spacecraft

It should be noted, however, that this is not a unique solution. There is a family of an infinite number of solutions
that satisfy this criteria, we are only interested in one of infinite possible sets that satisfies our constraints.

B. Trajectory Modification for New Spacecraft Insertion
Now that a set of trajectories are generated for the swarm, the next problem to tackle is the dynamic nature of the

swarm: what to do when the number of spacecraft or their requirements changes?
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Swarm Solution – 10 Spacecraft

• Swarm Requirements:
• dmin = 0.5 km
• dmax = 10 km
• separation buffer = 1 km

• Not a unique solution
• Family of infinite solutions 

exist that satisfy criteria 
above

• We only want one

• Can also set delta-v requirements 
for more efficient solutions (adds 
computational time)
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Dynamic Trajectory Modification

• What happens when a new 
spacecraft is inserted into 
the swarm?
• Use modified GA scheme 

to build on previous N-
spacecraft solution to 
generate N+1 solution 

The problem of adding or removing a spacecraft from a set of swarm trajectories that have already been generated is
fundamentally di�erent from the problem above, since we cannot simply regenerate the trajectories for all spacecraft, we
already have a set of spacecraft in their respective trajectories and want to modify this as little as possible. When adding
a spacecraft to the swarm, its understood that some or all of the other spacecraft in the swarm may have to modify their
trajectories, thereby using some of their fuel reserves, to enable a set of safe, mission-specific trajectories for the new
swarm. However, it is desirable to do this in such a way that the delta-v used by the swarm as a whole is minimized, as
well as the delta-v used by individual members of the swarm so as not to excessively deplete the reserves of a single
spacecraft.

This is performed once again by using genetic algorithms, using the same nested GA scheme (see Fig. 6), but with a
modification to the outer de-confliction GA to take into account the delta-v cost to attain a given trajectory from an
existing one, and a modification to the spacecraft-level GA fitness function that uses the existing trajectory at the starting
point for a solution rather than a random seed (see Eq. (3)).

Finsert =
�
1 + Cr

��Ær(t f ) � Ær(t0)
�� + Cv

��Æv(t f ) � Æv(t0)
�� + Cd�dist + �v

��1 (3)

An example of this can be seen in Fig. 8, which depicts a modification of the solution shown in Fig. 7 with an 11th

spacecraft added into the swarm. The trajectories of the original 10 spacecraft have been modified slightly to allow for
the addition of the 11th, conserving delta-v.

Fig. 8 Modified swarm solution for the addition of an 11th spacecraft

C. Considerations for Construction and Aggregation
When applying this methodology to in-space construction or aggregation of swarm members, consideration needs to

be taken not only for the addition and removal of members from the swarm, but also for the dynamically changing
dimensions, mass, and moment of inertia of the Client being constructed. As the structure grows, so will the keep-out
zone specified for all spacecraft, especially if it is spinning. Although these simulations have not yet been performed,
this is the next stage of research that is currently underway at the USC Space Engineering Research Center (SERC).

VII. Conclusion
As the use of on-orbit servicing grows in Earth orbit, so will the use of satellite swarms to perform more complex

maneuvers. The methodology outlined above, using genetic algorithms to narrow down a set of acceptable, e�cient,
and stable trajectories for spacecraft comprising a swarm, is one of many possible methods, but is adaptable to various
scales and mission restrictions. The implementation of on-orbit construction is drawing closer and closer day by day,
become less like science fiction and more like reality. Great strides have been made to design spacecraft that can

8

• New fitness function is 
required to minimize delta-v 
of transition

• Dynamic nature of the 
swarm must be considered
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Swarm Solution – 11 Spacecraft

• Swarm Requirements:
• dmin = 0.5 km
• dmax = 10 km
• separation buffer = 1 km

• Generated using 10 spacecraft 
solution as initial conditions

• Minimizes delta-v used to 
maneuver spacecraft into new 
trajectories
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Implementation – On-Orbit Construction

On-orbit assembly Cooperative Proximity Operations
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Implementation – Autonomous Systems

Credit: iBOSS

Credit: SWF
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Future Work

• Combine trajectory generation 
with autonomous GNC system
• Take advantage of nodal 

architecture
• Test on ABP platform at USC/SERC

• Higher order gravitational 
perturbations will be 
considered in future simulations 
[5]

• Employ more precise collision 
detection and avoidance 
schemes [6]
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